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a b s t r a c t 

The formation and growth of bubbles due to decompression degassing of a liquid has been extensively 

studied in the past, aiming to enhance the efficiency of specific industrial applications. Even though liq- 

uid decompression degassing may interfere with the performance of space processes (such as cooling 

and lubrication systems, combustion and storage of liquid propellants etc.), the phenomenon has never 

been studied in non-terrestrial gravity conditions. The present work investigates for the first time, bub- 

bles dynamics of a degassing liquid under various hypergravity accelerations. Degassing bubbles form due 

to desorption of dissolved air upon decompression of a liquid jet partially saturated with air. Accelera- 

tions up to 12 g are applied artificially by means of the Large Diameter Centrifuge facility of the European 

Space Agency. A patented electrical impedance spectroscopy technique provides the distribution of des- 

orbed gas along the flow. Analysis of high resolution images indicates changes of bubbles size. Residence 

time distributions using conductivity tracers reveal the flow pattern in the degassing vessel. The total ex- 

tent of liquid degassing is derived from dissolved oxygen measurements. Hypergravity alters the bubbles 

velocity and, consequently, their residence time in the liquid. Therefore, it affects the gas fraction in the 

degassing vessel offering unique conditions for studying the impact of acceleration on bubble dynamics. 

Experimental findings are useful not only for the optimization of space processes during hypergravity 

phases, e.g., space vehicles launch and re-orbiting, but also for the construction of controlled degassing 

industrial applications. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Degassing of a liquid constitutes a common industrial and bi-

ological process that, either spontaneously or deliberately, leads

to formation of a gas-liquid two-phase medium. Bubbles gener-

ated during liquid degassing are customary characterized by their

small size and narrow size distribution. These properties render

degassing generated bubbles appropriate for a number of pro-

cesses where good gas phase dispersity is required ( Burns et al.,

1997 ). Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF) process uses degassing bubbles
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o thicken activated sludge, to remove low density particles from

otable water and to remove oil contaminants from wastewater

 Radzuan et al., 2016 ). In other fields of application, degassing bub-

les constitute the agent for the characteristic sparkling flavor of

arbonated beverages ( Liger-Belair et al., 2015 ) and for improving

pray atomization in fine droplets ( Caputo et al., 2010 ). However, in

ome applications it is vital to avoid degassing as it deteriorates ei-

her the materials quality or the process efficiency. Pumps pitting,

ine oxidation, irregularities in glass or plastic molds and coat-

ngs, bacteria growth in crude oil and the advent of decompression

ickness in divers and astronauts are some indicative detrimen-

al effects of degassing ( Chen, 1993; Lopes et al., 2009; Alshahrani

t al., 2015; Birdi and Kleinitz1998; Papadopoulou et al., 2013 ). In

ome of the latter applications, partial liquid degassing is some-

imes performed as a primary processing stage, aiming to free the

orking liquid from dissolved gases and thus prevent uncontrolled

egassing later during the main process. 
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Fig. 1. Main parts of the liquid degassing experimental apparatus inside the cen- 

trifuge gondola. 
The last decades, degassing of liquids has become a matter of

reat concern in aerospace applications as well. Alike to increas-

ng the dispersion of a common spray, bubbles formation improves

preading of liquid propellants injected to the combustion cham-

er of a rocket ( Huang et al., 1994 ). Liquid storage in space re-

uires tanks resistant to oxidation in case of contact with des-

rbed oxygen ( DeSain et al., 2015; Hearn and Coyle, 2007 ). Bub-

les presence in coolants and lubricants inhibits thermal regulation

f electronics and turbines in workstations and satellites ( Chen

t al., 2001; Sathyan et al., 2010 ). Admittedly, the behavior of bub-

les in space has been reported mostly for microgravity conditions

 Straub, 2005 ). Yet, science in space does not consider only phe-

omena occurring in the absence of gravity. During the launch or

e-orbiting of space vehicles, rocket engines and boosters impose

ypergravity accelerations to overcome the gravity of Earth or ad-

ust vehicles’ orbit. To our knowledge, the effect of hypergravity

onditions on bubble dynamics has been reported only for boiling

nd gas sparging experiments ( Lioumbas and Karapantsios, 2014;

unol and Gonzalez-Cinca, 2015 ). Even though severe degassing

ay occur in space applications involving liquids, the dynamics of

egassing bubbles have never been examined at increased gravita-

ional accelerations. 

For degassing to occur, a liquid supersaturated with dissolved

as is required. For instance, when a pressurized liquid containing

issolved gas is forced through a nozzle it experiences a substan-

ial pressure drop. Consequently, the concentration of dissolved gas

n the exiting liquid may largely exceed the equilibrium gas solu-

ility associated with the nozzle exit pressure. As a result, bubble

uclei form in the liquid stream and a dissolved gas concentra-

ion gradient develops around the generated bubbles. Therefore,

as molecules diffuse from the liquid to the bubbles increasing

heir size ( Soto et al., 2017 ). As bubbles grow, their boundaries ex-

and and create additional flow as they push the surrounding liq-

id in the radial direction. The ensuing convection contributes to

he overall bubbles size evolution ( Mori, 1998 ). A second source

f convective mass transfer is attributed to the relative bubble-

iquid motion. Buoyancy is superimposed to the liquid flow and

auses bubbles to rise faster than the liquid ( Talaia, 2007 ). Bubbles

nteractions with their neighboring bubbles may cause additional

hanges to their size ( Ponasse et al., 1998 ). 

To harness the performance of liquid degassing, it is necessary

o understand which parameters affect bubble dynamics and in

hat way. Many researchers have focused on determining the final

ize of degassing bubbles under the effect of several parameters, in

n effort to define the optimum working conditions for Dissolved

ir Flotation process. Dissolution pressure, nozzle geometry, liquid

ow rate and liquid physical properties have been the most pop-

lar examined parameters ( Takahashi et al., 1979; De Rijk et al.,

994; Ponasse et al., 1998 ). Their impact on bubble dynamics is

ifferent and sometimes debatable, as they may change simultane-

usly the level of supersaturation, the generated flow field and the

orce field applied to bubbles. 

Recently, the controversial effect of dissolution pressure

n the growth of degassing bubbles has been discussed

 Oikonomidou et al., 2018 ). That work showed that the final size

f bubbles is not exclusively determined by gas desorption, but it

epends strongly on the complexity of the developing liquid flow

eld. In the intense mixing region above the exit of the nozzle,

ubbles residence time increases and bubble size distributions get

roader. The situation changes at some distance from the nozzle

here plug flow prevails. In that region large bubbles merge with

mall ones due to gravitational coalescence and alter the overall

ize distributions. To shed light in the underlying phenomena, it

s therefore necessary to simplify the flow field and isolate bub-

les growth by gravitational coalescence from bubbles growth by

as desorption. The above is achieved in the present work, by em-
loying a much shorter degassing device which limits develop-

ent of the plug flow region. Going a step further, this study also

ims to investigate the dynamics of degassing bubbles under vary-

ng relative bubble velocities. It is known that acceleration can act

s a tool to alter bubbles rise velocity by modulating the buoy-

ncy force ( Kulkarni, 2005 ). The role of acceleration, however, is

ar more intriguing since it can affect bubbles size as well. Rapid

ubble ascension provokes liquid flow, favors bubble collisions and

imits the interfacial mass transport since the gas-liquid contact

ime becomes restricted. 

The present work constitutes an attempt to validate by experi-

ental evidence the crucial role of acceleration on bubbles dynam-

cs during liquid degassing and on flow pattern development in a

wo-phase medium. Experiments are conducted at a variety of hy-

ergravity acceleration values. The Large Diameter Centrifuge (LDC)

acility of the European Space Agency (ESA/ESTEC) is used to cre-

te hypergravity conditions artificially ( van Loon et al., 2008 ). Bub-

les formation is triggered by applying different levels of super-

aturation. The resulting two-phase flow is characterized regarding

everal aspects. Jet residence time distributions indicate possible

hanges of the flow pattern under different experimental condi-

ions. Instantaneous volumetric gas fraction measurements at two

ocations inside the degassing vessel describe the dispersion of the

esorbing gas phase along the flow. Optical observations yield the

ize distribution of the generated bubbles. Finally, the extent of liq-

id degassing is quantitatively estimated. Experimental results are

xtensively discussed regarding the contribution of acceleration on

he characteristics of degassing bubbles. 

. Materials and methods 

Fig. 1 presents the liquid degassing experimental apparatus

onstructed in compliance with the spatial constraints as well

s the operational and safety regulations of the LDC. Fig. 2 is

 schematic description of the employed experimental configura-

ion. The studied liquid-gas system is water (with a conductivity
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Fig. 2. Overview of experimental configuration within the LDC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Analysis of the artificial experimental acceleration ( 
−→ 

αexp ) developed during 

spinning of the LDC. 
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8  
of 500 μS/cm) and atmospheric air at ambient temperature. Air

is forced to dissolve in water at three different pressures 200 kPa,

300 kPa and 400 kPa (absolute pressures) inside a temperature con-

trolled vessel called “saturator”. The saturator contains 1.5 L of liq-

uid and is connected to a compressed air bottle furnished with

a pressure reducer. Air dissolution in water is achieved by vigor-

ous shaking of the saturator for one minute. Intense convection

currents and large liquid-gas interfacial area due to liquid slosh-

ing amplify mass exchange. One minute of shaking proved enough

for the pressure in the saturator to climb after an initial drop and

remain thereafter constant at the prescribed gas dissolution pres-

sure. The degree of air dissolution is measured by an optical Dis-

solved Oxygen probe (Pro ODO, YSI). Despite the employed vig-

orous shaking/sloshing, it has never been possible to reach full

saturation of the liquid by dissolved gas. In fact, the achieved satu-

ration has been always partial: 91% at 200 kPa, 86% at 300 kPa and

85% at 400 kPa. Such partial saturation levels are among the high-

est reported in the pertinent literature and are considered realistic

in degassing investigations ( Edzwald, 2007; Vlyssides et al., 2004;

de Rijk and den Blanken, 1994; Hosokawa et al., 2009; Shannon,

1980 ). In view of brevity, however, the liquid in the saturator will

henceforth be simply called saturated. 

The degassing vessel is a transparent Plexiglas column con-

nected to the saturator through flexible polyamide tubes. The col-

umn is 44 cm high with a diameter ( D ) of 4 cm and it is open to

atmosphere. The column is initially filled to the top with water

(0.55 L). A stainless-steel nozzle (N) 600 μm in diameter is located

at the bottom center of the column. By opening the solenoid valve

(V4) between the saturator and the degassing column, the satu-

rated pressurized liquid passes through the nozzle and injects into

the column. The liquid flow rate during injection is measured by

a turbine flow meter (FHK-Ryton-10) (FM). The liquid jet exiting

the nozzle gets supersaturated with dissolved gas because of the

lower pressure in the column. Therefore, gas desorbs out of the

liquid forming bubbles which grow due to mass diffusion and con-

vection mechanisms. The experimental process resembles that of

large scale liquid degassing experiments at terrestrial gravity re-

ported by Oikonomidou et al. (2018) . 
All hypergravity experiments are performed using the Large

iameter Centrifuge (LDC) facility at ESA/ESTEC Noordwijk, the

etherlands, along with experiments at terrestrial unit gravity to

ct as reference. The experimental setup is placed in one of the

ondolas freely hanging from the LDC arms, Fig. 2 . Hypergrav-

ty environment is accomplished artificially during the spinning of

he LDC. Experimental acceleration ( 
−−→ αexp ) results from the com-

ination of centrifugal ( 
−−→ αcent ) and gravitational ( � g ) accelerations

s presented in Fig. 3 . Since the gondola’s radial distance from

he center of rotation ( R arm 

) is fixed, variation of acceleration can

e accomplished by changing the speed of rotation ( � ω ) . The free

anging gondola changes spontaneously its inclination ( ̂  ϕ ) accord-

ng to the employed speed of rotation to an extent that cancels the

angential acceleration component leaving only the normal com-

onent of acceleration applying to the gondola. As the gondola

nclines, the degassing column inside the gondola acts as an ex-

ension of the LDC arm ( x ) along which the normal acceleration

omponent increases with “x”. More information regarding the

orces applied during spinning of centrifuges are provided by

eysens and van Loon (2015) and van Loon et al. (2003) . 

Liquid degassing experiments are carried out under 2 g, 4 g,

 g and 12 g normal acceleration components. These values refer
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Table 1 

Experimental conditions under the examined dissolution pressures and hyper- 

gravity accelerations. 
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xactly to the nozzle exit location. The desired acceleration level

emains constant during each experimental run. The correspond-

ng LDC angular velocity reaches steady state and only then liquid

njection starts. Hypergravity makes the liquid hydrostatic pressure

n the column to increase proportionally with the applied accel-

ration. Therefore, as hypergravity increases the pressure drop be-

ween the saturator and the exit of the nozzle is lower and this

educes the liquid flow rate. To maintain the same flow rate for

ach prescribed dissolution pressure, for all values of hypergravity,

 small increase in the pressure inside the saturator is required in

rder to compensate for the hydrostatic pressure. To do so, upon

ompletion of the gas dissolution process and just before liquid in-

ection into the degassing vessel, the pressure in the saturator (PI3)

s corrected by the corresponding additional hydrostatic pressure.

n the absence of shaking/sloshing and because of the very short

ime interval until injection, this correction does not affect the ex-

ent of gas dissolution. Table 1 presents experimental parameters

nder different dissolution pressures and acceleration forces. Jet

elocity at the nozzle exit ( U jet ) equals the liquid flow rate ( Q ) di-

ided by the nozzle cross-sectional area and flow velocity ( U flow 

)

quals the liquid flow rate divided by the column cross-sectional

urface. The last row of Table 1 shows the pressure correction ap-

lied to the saturator at every hypergravity level to compensate for

he additional hydrostatic pressure in the column. 

According to Stokes equation, the buoyancy velocity of bubbles

ncreases with the acceleration. Consequently, the two-phase flow

eld developing during injection and degassing is quite complex.

igh jet velocities make the flow turbulent and chaotic, this being

ore so because of the progressive emergence of bubbles. So, to

iscriminate the phenomena imposed by the presence of bubbles,

t is important to first characterize the flow field in the absence

f bubbles. For this, a patented ultra-sensitive electrical impedance

pectroscopy technique ( Karapantsios et al., 2016 ) is utilized to

tudy the residence time distribution of the water jet inside the

olumn. The technique identifies the excitation current frequency

ith the highest ohmic response of the system, where capacitive

nd inductive electrical components are suppressed, and acquires

ata in envelopes circumscribed at 200 kHz which evades the par-

sitic influence of the mains and other stray currents. An extensive

escription of the technique is provided by Evgenidis and Kara-

antsios (2015) . Liquids of different electrical conductivities are
sed to study the jet propagation at different dissolution pressures.

uring these “flow study” experiments, a high conductivity pres-

urized liquid (480 μS/cm) is injected into a low conductivity liq-

id preexisting in the column (240 μS/cm). The evolution of liquid

lectrical conductivity is recorded at 30 cm above the nozzle exit

 z/D = 7.5, where “z ” is the height along the column), during the

hole injection period. 

The same electrical impedance technique is also used to study

as phase formation during degassing of the supersaturated liq-

id injected at hypergravity conditions. During the injection pe-

iod, the electrical resistance of the flow is continuously recorded

t z/D = 7.5 above the nozzle exit. The recorded electrical data

re transformed into volumetric gas fraction time series based on

axwell’s model. 

The size distribution of degassing bubbles under various ac-

elerations is studied optically using a SONY a6300 high resolu-

ion (24MP) still digital camera. Adequate magnification is accom-

lished combining a SONY E 30 mm f/3.5 Macro Lens with 52 mm

ong KENKO extension tubes. The camera is placed at z/D = 7.5

bove the nozzle exit and focuses 3 mm ±0.5 mm away from the

olumn walls ( r/R = 0.85, where “r ” is the radial distance from the

olumn center and “R ” is the column radius). Bubble images are

aptured automatically every 2 s during injection. A custom soft-

are computes the size distribution of bubbles in the captured

mages ( Zabulis et al., 2007 ). For the shake of statistic accuracy,

ach bubble size distribution is estimated from 500 to 1500 sharp

ocused bubbles, contained in a series of consecutive images. The

ixel/μm ratio is 1/1.93. The size per pixel calibration is accom-

lished using a string of specific thickness (56 μm) as a reference

cale. The different Indexes of Refraction (IR) of the mediums in-

ervening the camera and the bubbles (air, plexiglass and water),

ombined to the curved column walls, distort the actual bubbles

hape. Viewing at right angle the column, minimizes this effect.

et, a mesh of standard geometry (immersed into the column) is

sed as a reference object to test the image distortion. It is found

hat the mesh vertical dimension is not affected by the presence of

he various intervening interphases, so the size of bubbles is calcu-

ated based on bubbles vertical diameter during image processing. 

Proper assessment of experimental findings requires evaluation

f the total extent of degassing. This information is derived from

he concentration of oxygen remaining dissolved in the liquid ex-

ting the column. During injection, the liquid overflowing the col-

mn enters a 40 mL measuring tube. A dissolved oxygen optical

robe is immersed in this tube, measuring instantaneously the dis-

olved oxygen concentration. Liquid supersaturation at the column

xit indicates whether the total extent of liquid degassing varies

ith the applied acceleration. 

. Results 

.1. Flow pattern 

The flow pattern in the degassing column, as illustrated by the

esidence time distribution, is presented in Fig. 4 a. Bubbles pres-

nce is not desired in these “flow study” experiments, as they im-

ose extra mixing to the flow ( Oikonomidou et al., 2018 ). To avoid

ubble formation in the degassing column, the liquid in the sat-

rator is pressurized just before injection without applying any

haking/sloshing in order to suppress gas dissolution into the liq-

id. Experiments are conducted under terrestrial gravity condi-

ions; however they are valid for every applied acceleration value

ince the effect of acceleration on liquid’s hydrostatic pressure has

een taken into account (as explained in the previous section).

he curves in Fig. 4 a correspond to different dissolution pressures

n the saturator and therefore yield different decom pression lev-

ls ( �P ) upon injection to the degassing column. The duration of
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Fig. 4. (a) Jet residence time distributions using conductivity tracers at different 

dissolution pressures fitted by a theoretical equation, (b) distribution of the mixing 

and plug flow patterns along the column. Measuring volume refers to the location 

of electrical and optical measurements. 
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injection decreases with the applied dissolution pressure because

the jet velocity increases proportionally to 
√ 

�P while the total

liquid volume in the saturator is always the same. Therefore, time

( t ) data series are normalized by the corresponding average res-

idence time inside the column ( t r ) to make the curves compara-

ble (the average residence time equals the volume of the column

up to z/D = 7.5, over the liquid flow rate). The resemblance among

curves in Fig. 4 a indicates that the flow behavior is not affected

by the applied dissolution pressure. The increase of electrical con-

ductivity with time denotes that the liquid bulk preexisting in the

column is replaced gradually by the more conductive liquid enter-

ing during injection. At the first period of injection, t/tr < 0.26,

the recorded electrical conductivity is constant which means that

the liquid at z/ D = 7.5 consists exclusively of the preexisting liquid.

This implies that plug flow dominates at the top of the column.

Once the injected (more conductive) liquid reaches the measuring

location, electrical conductivity starts increasing and progressively

approaches that of the injected liquid. The transition from initial to

final conductivity is gradual, meaning that the jet creates a mixing

region at the bottom part of the column. In order to quantify the

above behavior and get a simplified prototype of the flow in the

column, a 1-dimensional dispersion relation has been developed

Eq. (1) for the residence time distribution. 

∂C 

∂t 
+ U f low 

∂C 

∂z 
= 

∂ 

∂z 
E ( z ) · ∂C 

∂z 
(1)

where, C is the tracer concentration, assumed to have a linear re-

lationship with the measured electrical conductivity. 
Fig. 5. The evolution of volumetric desorbed gas fraction ( ɛ (%)) during the injection un

300 kPa and (c) 400 kPa. Measurements are taken at z/D = 7.5. 
z is the height along the column. 

E(z) is the dispersion coefficient as function of the height ( z )

along the column. 

The above equation must be solved for the boundary conditions

f the vertical distance along the column. Therefore: 

 f low 

· ( C − C 0 ) = E · dC 

dz 
, at z = 0 and 

dC 

dz 
= 0 , at z = Z 

here C ( z, 0 ) = 0 is the tracer concentration at time zero i.e. initial

ondition for Eq. (1) . 

C 0 is the tracer concentration at the inlet of the column ( z = 0).

Z is the column height at the measuring location ( z/D = 7.5). 

The variable C ( Z, t ) gives the residence time distribution for an

ssumed form of E ( z ) . Eq. (1) must be solved numerically since

n analytical solution exists only for constant E ( z ), even though

t is complex and suffers convergence problems ( Nauman and

uffham, 1983 ). The numerical solution is based on (a) discretiza-

ion with second-order finite differences in the spatial domain and

b) an ordinary differential equation solver with self-adjustable

tep in the time domain. A searching procedure among different

alues of E ( z ) that fulfills the above observations indicates that

he functions E = 0 for z > 22.8 cm ( z/D = 5.7) and E = U f low 

· Z for

 < 22.8 cm describe perfectly the experimental residence time dis-

ribution curves (see Fig. 4 ). Based on the above, the flow field in-

ide the column consists of an intensively mixed region (although

ot fully mixed, as this would correspond to a much higher E )

lose to the jet, and a region of plug flow far above the jet. 

.2. Volumetric desorbed gas fractions 

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the local volumetric des-

rbed gas fraction ( ε), at z/D = 7.5 above the nozzle exit, under sev-

ral hyper-gravity accelerations and dissolution pressures. At time

ero there is already a fraction of gas at the measurement loca-

ion of the column. However, this gas volume is not attributed

o liquid degassing. It is gas trapped and compressed inside the

ubing system of the device which escapes instantaneously from

he nozzle at the moment of discharge and creates gas slugs into

he column during the first seconds of injection. Such slugs travel

apidly towards the free surface of the liquid and do not influ-

nce the formation of degassing bubbles. When later during injec-

ion degassing bubbles reach the measuring volume, the slope of

he curves turns positive. The more the column is filled with in-

ected supersaturated liquid, the more the gas fraction increases.

ikonomidou et al. (2018) , analyzing solely terrestrial gravity ex-

eriments, has shown that gas fractions close to the mixing re-

ion ( z/D = 7.5) have twice the value of those measured at a larger
der different hypergravity accelerations and dissolution pressures (a) 200 kPa, (b) 
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Fig. 6. Volumetric desorbed gas fraction ( ɛ (%)) at the end of the injection period, 

under different accelerations, dissolution pressures and locations within the col- 

umn. 
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Fig. 7. Bubble images taken at the end of the injection period, at z/D = 7.5 and for 

all the examined accelerations and dissolution pressures. 
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olumn height ( z/D = 22.5). This was ascribed to bubbles being

rapped and accumulated at a liquid recirculation loop in the mix-

ng region. 

It is interesting that for all the examined conditions in Fig. 5 the

olumetric gas fraction never exceeds ∼2.5%. Thus, bubbles can be

ssumed to flow as individual entities with only weak interaction

ith their neighbors. The positive slope of all curves suggests that

as fraction increases steadily in the column without ever manag-

ng to reach a plateau because of the relatively short period of the

xperiment (period of injection). This implies that in all runs there

s remaining dissolved gas in the liquid at the end of injection. The

mount of this remaining dissolved gas indicates whether the ex-

ent of degassing is governed exclusively by the applied extent of

ecompression or there is an effect of the applied acceleration, too

see below). 

Fig. 6 presents the effect of hypergravity acceleration on the

nal volumetric desorbed gas fraction, measured at two column

eights, z/D = 7.5 and z/D = 2.5, under different dissolution pres-

ures. The presented experimental data refer to the end of the in-

ection period, thus correspond to the same injected liquid vol-

me to the column. Error bars result from three different repe-

itions under each experimental condition. Fig. 6 shows that the

nal concentration of desorbed gas fraction decreases with accel-

ration. To explain this behavior, the effect of acceleration on the

echanism of mass transfer between bubbles and liquid must be

xamined. Acceleration increases bubbles buoyancy velocity ( U b )

nd therefore minimizes bubbles residence time in the column.

he restricted bubble/liquid contact time deteriorates the extent

f mass transfer during liquid degassing, resulting in lower gas

ractions. Moreover, acceleration broadens the difference between

he velocities of large and small sized bubbles ( �U b ) accord-

ng to: �U b ≈ αexp · ( d 2 1 
− d 2 

2 
) , where αexp , is the applied acceler-

tion and d 1 ,d 2 are their respective diameters. This means that

he residence time of large bubbles in the column when acceler-

tion increases becomes significantly limited compared to that of

mall ones. Considering that the faster large bubbles carry a great

ercentage of the total desorbed gas volume, this explains why

he resulting instantaneous local volumetric gas fraction decreases

ith acceleration. Regarding the effect of dissolution pressure, the

resent experimental findings show that desorbed gas fraction in-

reases with pressure due to higher liquid supersaturation. In gen-

ral, the gas volume fraction takes small values ( < 2.5%) imply-

ng that there is one-way coupling between liquid and gas flow

elds. Hence, the residence time distributions measured in the ab-

ence of bubbles ( Fig. 4 ) hold approximately also when bubbles are

resent. 

The shape of curves in Fig. 6 suggests a power law equation ε =
 · αn 

exp for describing the decrease of volumetric gas fraction with
cceleration, regardless of the dissolution pressure. The coefficient

 b) and the exponent ( n ) of this equation vary with the applied

issolution pressure ( P ) ( b = −2 · 10 −5 · P 2 + 0 . 0165 · P − 1 . 314 and

 = −5 · 10 −6 · P 2 + 2 · 10 −3 P + 0 . 22 , at z/D = 7.5). 

Experimental data at z/D = 2.5 represent the bubbly flow at the

ixing region of the column. Comparison of the corresponding val-

es at z/D = 7.5 and z/D = 2.5 indicates a profile of desorbed gas

long the column height for different experimental conditions. In

he case of 200 kPa, there is an increasing gas concentration gradi-

nt from the bottom towards the top of the column. This gradient

ecomes steeper for higher acceleration values. Under hypergrav-

ty conditions, bubbles buoyancy velocity is important compared to

he low liquid velocity at 200 kPa ( Table 1 ). As a result, during in-

ection degassing bubbles can escape from the liquid recirculation

oop at the mixing region at the bottom part of the column. Under

he pressure of 300 kPa, measurements at the two heights indicate

hat the desorbed gas phase is distributed quite uniformly along

he column. The slight increase of gas fraction at z/D = 7.5 can be

artially attributed to bubbles expansion due to the decrease of hy-

rostatic pressure as they move from the bottom to the top of the

olumn. Unfortunately we had only measurements at z/D = 7.5 for

he 400 kPa group. In this case, the buoyant bubbles velocity is not

o important compared to the intense velocity of the liquid. There-

ore, bubbles are expected to get trapped in the liquid recirculation

oop and accumulate in the column mixing region. 

.3. Bubbles size distributions 

Fig. 7 presents typical images of the bubbly liquid during de-

assing at z/D = 7.5 along the column, for all the examined acceler-

tions and dissolution pressures. These images are captured at the

nd of the injection period, so they refer to the same injected liq-

id volume. From a quick glance, it is apparent that the number

f bubbles decreases with the acceleration and increases with the

issolution pressure. These observations agree with the gas frac-

ion measurements presented in the previous figures. 

To investigate whether the increase of gas fraction during in-

ection, Fig. 5 , is associated with a change in bubbles size, bub-

le size distributions (BSD) are displayed at different time instants
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Fig. 8. Bubble size distributions at different time instants during the injection period under 300 kPa dissolution pressure and (a) 1 g, (b) 2 g, (c) 4 g, (d) 8 g and (e) 12 g 

applied accelerations. 
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Fig. 9. Bubble size distributions under various accelerations and dissolution pressures (a) 200 kPa, (b) 300 kPa and (c) 400 kPa, at the end of the injection period. 
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along the injection period in Fig. 8 . To avoid data overcrowding,

Fig. 8 displays only results for the dissolution pressure of 300 kPa.

The presented size distributions show that bubble size remains the

same during the whole injection period for all the examined accel-

erations. This holds also for the cases of 200 kPa and 400 kPa (not

shown). The observation that the size of degassing bubbles is not

affected by the increasing concentration of desorbed gas during in-

jection implies that once bubbles reach a certain size thereafter it

is their number that increases and not their size. This means that

bubbles do not coalesce inside the column (since turbulent coagu-

lation is limited for low gas volume fractions, Lyklema, 2005 ) and

that the growth of bubbles is exclusively attributed to desorption,

i.e., mass transfer. 

The effect of hypergravity acceleration on the size of degassing

bubbles under different dissolution pressures is illustrated in Fig. 9 .

As acceleration increases, the distributions shift slightly towards

smaller bubble sizes. This trend is more evident in the case
 a
f 400 kPa. Before questioning the effect of acceleration on the

rowth of degassing bubbles, one must quantify the effect of hy-

rostatic pressure on bubbles shrinkage/expansion. Since the hy-

rostatic pressure at the measuring location increases with the ap-

lied acceleration, the volume of a bubble is expected to change,

oo, according to the ideal gas law. Considering the working con-

itions of the present experiments, the diameter of a bubble

t z/D = 7.5 under terrestrial gravity ( d 1g ) becomes 0.955 times

maller when exposed to 12 g ( d 12g ) based on the following cal-

ulations Eq. (2) : 

P 1 g 

P 12 g 

= 

(
d 12 g 

d 1 g 

)3 

→ 

P atm 

+ P h, 1 g 

P atm 

+ P h, 12 g 

= 

(
d 12 g 

d 1 g 

)3 

→ d 12 g = 0 . 955 · d 1 g 

(2)

here P 1 g and P 12 g are the pressures developed under 1 g and 12 g

ccelerations at the measuring location. 
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Fig. 10. Average size of degassing bubbles at the end of the injection period under 

various applied accelerations and dissolution pressures. 
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P atm 

is the atmospheric pressure. 

P h,1 g and P h,12 g are the liquid hydrostatic pressures developed

under 1 g and 12 g accelerations at the measuring location. 

However, the proportionality factors resulting from the ex-

erimental data are much lower, implying that the decrease of

ubble size under high acceleration is dictated by other factors

 d av , 12 g /d av, 1 g is ∼0.6 and ∼0.73 for 300 kPa and 400 kPa, respec-

ively, where d av , 12 g and d av,1 g are the bubble average diameters

or the corresponding accelerations). For the case of 200 kPa no

SD is computed under 12 g acceleration because the low bubble

opulation density that does not allow statistically confident esti-

ations. As already discussed, under high acceleration levels the

esidence time of bubbles in the column is short owing to the

ubbles increased buoyant velocity. Hence, the smaller size of de-

assing bubbles may be attributed to the limited available time for

ass transfer. Furthermore, deviations among the velocities of dif-

erent sized bubbles accentuate under high accelerations and thus

he residence time of large bubbles is much less than that of small

ubbles. As a result, the insignificant numeric frequency of large

ubbles shifts the distributions to smaller bubble diameters. 

The correlation between the applied acceleration and the size

f degassing bubbles is illustrated in Fig. 10 . This figure presents

he average bubble diameters under the examined accelerations

nd dissolution pressures. The dashed lines are smoothing lines

assing through the data. These lines indicate a decreasing trend

f bubbles size with acceleration for every dissolution pressure.

owever, the effect of dissolution pressure on bubble size is not so

traightforward. According to literature, the size of bubbles gener-

ted during liquid degassing decreases with increasing dissolution

ressure ( Oikonomidou et al., 2018; De Rijk et al., 1994; Takahashi
ig. 11. Dissolved oxygen concentration in the liquid overflow stream during a complete

nd (c) 400 kPa. 
t al., 1979 ). This happens because upon decompression the con-

entration of excess dissolved gas in the liquid (supersaturation)

ncreases proportionally with the dissolution pressure but at the

ame time the nucleation rate increases much more with super-

aturation in a nonlinear fashion ( Goldman, 2008 ). In the present

ork, even though the smallest degassing bubbles form indeed un-

er the highest dissolution pressure (400 kPa), the transition from

0 0 kPa to 30 0 kPa does not comply with the aforementioned de-

cription. The fact that bubbles created under 200 kPa are just

lightly smaller than those under 300 kPa may be attributed to

he flow velocity. In the case of 200 kPa, the buoyant velocity of

ubbles is significant compared to the low velocity of the liquid

ow. Hence, at hypergravity conditions large bubbles escape easily

rom the streamlines of the liquid recirculation loop and move to-

ards the free surface, leaving behind small bubbles. In the case of

00 kPa, Oikonomidou et al. (2018) , measuring at a higher column

 z/D = 22.5) and exclusively for 1 g conditions, have detected not

nly small bubbles ( d av ̴ 60 μm) but also large bubbles ( d av ̴ 350 μm).

he presence of the latter has been attributed to coalescence phe-

omena dictated by gravitational acceleration in the plug flow re-

ion at the higher parts of their column. These phenomena are ab-

ent in the present shorter column. 

.4. Gas desorption efficiency 

Fig. 11 shows the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the liq-

id stream exiting the degassing column during the whole injec-

ion period, for all the examined conditions. The first part of in-

ection up to the marked vertical dashed line corresponds to the

ime needed for the injected stream to reach the measuring loca-

ion (Dissolved Oxygen optical probe). After that part, the dissolved

xygen increases due to the continuous injection of supersaturated

iquid to the column. The thermodynamic concentration of dis-

olved oxygen that corresponds to liquid full saturation at 25 °C
nd 101.35 kPa is 8.26 mg/L ( Fogg and Gerrard, 1991 ). Apparently,

ll the curves lie above this value, meaning that both the preexist-

ng liquid inside the Dissolved Oxygen (DO) vessel and the initial

iquid inside the column (DO values right after the dashed line) are

lightly supersaturated ( ̴ 15%) already before injection. However, it

ust be stressed that this initial supersaturation is not adequate

o trigger nucleation of degassing bubbles ( Delale et al., 2003 ). Fur-

hermore, the increasing trend of DO with time indicates that the

esidence time of the injected liquid in the column does not suffice

or its complete degassing. 

The final extent of liquid degassing can be calculated based on

he DO measurements at the exit of the column at the end of

he injection period ( DO final ). Liquid Degassing Degree (%) equals
 run under various accelerations and dissolution pressures (a) 20 0 kPa, (b) 30 0 kPa 
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Fig. 12. The Liquid Degassing Degree under different accelerations and initial su- 

persaturations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Probability density functions of bubbles buoyancy velocity for all the ap- 

plied dissolution pressures, under the accelerations of 2 g and 8 g. 
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D O initial −D O f inal 

D O initial −D O sat 
· 100 , where DO initial is the concentration of dissolved

oxygen in the compressed liquid volume in the saturator before

injection to the degassing column and DO sat is the thermody-

namic concentration of dissolved oxygen corresponding to full sat-

uration at 25 °C and 101.35 kPa. Initial supersaturation (%) equals
D O initial −D O sat 

D O sat 
· 100 . Fig. 12 shows the Liquid Degassing Degree for

different initial supersaturations, for all the examined hypergravity

accelerations. Before injection, the compressed liquid in the satu-

rator attains initial supersaturation of 82%, 157% and 240% for gas

pressures 20 0 kPa, 30 0 kPa and 40 0 kPa, respectively. It is seen that

the efficiency of liquid degassing increases significantly with the

initial supersaturation. This is because supersaturation is the driv-

ing force of liquid degassing ( Karapantsios et al., 2008 ), and when

supersaturation increases mass transfer accelerates. Furthermore,

Fig. 12 shows that the Liquid Degassing Degree does not vary so

much with the applied acceleration. This means that the level of

applied acceleration does not affect the mass transfer during the

degassing of a flowing liquid. 

4. Discussion 

To describe the occurred phenomena in view of the experimen-

tal observations some preliminary discussion and calculations are

needed. It is well known that degassing air bubbles have different

composition than atmospheric air because oxygen desorbs differ-

ently than nitrogen and this should be accounted for in a detailed

growth model. However, considering air as a single component is

acceptable for the approximate calculations required here. 

Bubble growth occurs mainly due to diffusion of dissolved

gas in the liquid. The pure diffusion rate is enhanced by several

types of convective contributions: i) convection created by bub-

ble growth itself, ii) convection created by buoyant motion and

iii) convection created by turbulent fluctuations of the fluid flow.

The second and third types are important only when a bubble is

relatively large so they are not discussed further. The first type

of convection depends on the Foaming number ( F m 

) which is the

ratio of excess concentration of dissolved gas over gas density

( Divinis et al., 2004 ). This number takes values around 0.015, 0.03

and 0.045 for the three dissolution pressures of 20 0 kPa, 30 0 kPa

and 400 kPa, respectively. These values are quite small so con-

vection of type (i) can be ignored as well. The evolution of bub-

ble radius ( R b ) for diffusion dominated growth is given as R b =
( 2 · F m 

· D m 

· t ) 0 . 5 , where D m 

is the diffusivity of gas in the liquid

( Scriven, 1958 ). A rough calculation shows that bubbles with di-

ameters of the order of 100 μm require a growth time between 10–

30 s. This bubble growth time is smaller than the liquid residence

time in the column. This indicates that in the present experiments,

where most bubbles are even smaller than 100 μm, bubbles reach
heir final size too soon in the intense mixing region. So, the im-

osed hypergravity acceleration does not really influence bubble

rowth. 

Another important variable that must be determined is the

uoyancy velocity of bubbles. Since bubbles of the present size in a

ot-specially treated water can be considered to have an immobile

nterface, their buoyancy velocity can be computed by introducing

 correction factor to the Stokes equation, accounting for their non-

ero Reynolds number ( Nguyen and Schulze, 2003 ). The resulting

ormula is presented in the Appendix . Some indicative probability

ensity functions of buoyancy velocities are presented in Fig. 13 ,

ogether with the flow velocities under the three working pres-

ures. Fig. 13 shows that bubbles velocity decreases with the dis-

olution pressure and increases with the acceleration. Moreover, it

ndicates that bubbles velocity is more important compared to the

ow velocity under lower dissolution pressures. 

With the above information (experimental and calculated) at

and, the following possible physical picture arises: 

Nucleation occurs only in the jet region where supersaturation

s large. According to Maeda et al. (2015) , cavitation in the con-

triction of the nozzle may also affect the number of nuclei, how-

ver this remains an unclear issue. In any case, the number of gen-

rated nuclei is a function of dissolution pressure. 

The produced nuclei are transferred to the intense mixing re-

ion of the column where they grow fast with respect to their res-

dence time in the flow. This fast growth is compatible with the

onstant, with respect to time, bubble size distributions observed

xperimentally ( Fig. 8 ). The shape of the residence time distribu-

ion curves explains why there are no bubbles of small size at the

easuring location ( z/D = 7.5). The fact that there is no accelera-

ion effect on the degassing efficiency (Liquid Degassing Degree)

mplies that bubble growth is independent from the acceleration

agnitude. The smaller size of bubbles ( Fig. 10 ) and the lower lo-

al volumetric gas fraction ( Fig. 6 ) observed at higher accelerations,

re not attributed to the restricted bubble/liquid contact time but

o the strong correlation between bubble velocity and bubble size.

herefore, acceleration does not inhibit the process of mass trans-

er growth but it limits the instantaneous volumetric concentration

f the generated gas phase within the flow by increasing the rate

f bubbles departure to the free surface. 

Regarding space applications, the above indicates that in the oc-

asion of liquids that degas at hypergravity conditions (during the

aunch or re-orbiting of space vehicles), bubbles sliding along solid

urfaces or bubbles dispersing in a liquid jet depend on their buoy-

nt velocity. Regarding terrestrial applications, the number and size

f degassing bubbles in industrial processes can be controlled by

arefully imparting hypergravity accelerations, e.g., by centrifuga-

ion. It must be noted that the results of the present work can-

ot be straightforwardly applied to a liquid other than water. This
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Fig. 14. Resulting bubble size distributions under different accelerations, as indi- 

cated by the proposed qualitative model. 
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s because the physicochemical properties of the liquid affect all

he involved sub-processes (nucleation, growth, coalescence, buoy-

nt motion) in a complicated way. 

The findings of this study allow the construction of a very

imple qualitative model for the effect of acceleration on bubble

rowth. Let us consider the intensively mixed region of the col-

mn. Bubble growth is said to occur at smaller time scales than

ts residence time in the column so at this level of approximation

here should be a bubble size distribution f 0 (d) at 1 g conditions

hat depends only on the dissolution pressure and can be consid-

red as an inlet parameter for this region. Such a simple approach

s compatible with the observed increase of gas fraction and the

onstant size distributions during the injection period. A simple

olution for the outlet bubble size distribution at different accel-

rations is: 

f a exp ( d ) = f 0 ( d ) 

/(
1 + λ · U b ( d ) 

U f low 

)
(3) 

here d : is the bubble diameter. 

f αexp (d) : is the resulting bubble size distribution under some

experimental acceleration ( αexp ). 

λ: is a parameter between 0 and 1 that depends on the exact

type of flow in the considered region (in this case λ = 0.1). 

The effect of acceleration on bubble size emerging from

q. (3) is illustrated in Fig. 14 . It is apparent that Eq. (3) predicts

he shift of the distributions to smaller diameters and the reduc-

ion of gas volume fractions with the acceleration, as it has been

bserved experimentally. Moreover, Eq. (3) unravels (at least qual-

tatively) the effect of different parameters on bubble size distri-

utions. The supersaturation acts on f 0 (d) , the liquid flow rate on

 flow 

and the acceleration on U b (d). 

. Conclusions 

The present work investigates the formation of gas phase due

o degassing of a pressurized flowing liquid in hypergravity con-

itions. The pressurized liquid becomes supersaturated with dis-

olved gas as it decompresses into an open column, filled with

tagnant unsaturated liquid. Before injection, the liquid is par-

ially saturated with dissolved gas under 20 0 kPa, 30 0 kPa and

00 kPa. Hypergravity accelerations of 2 g, 4 g, 8 g and 12 g are

pplied artificially, using the Large Diameter Centrifuge (LDC) fa-

ility of ESA/ESTEC. A custom device is constructed in compli-

nce with safety regulations and spatial restrictions of the LDC,

or the execution of liquid degassing experiments. Increasing the

agnitude of hypergravity acceleration results in the formation of

lightly smaller bubbles and the desorption of lower volumetric
as fractions during liquid degassing. The above observations are

ttributed to the increased bubbles buoyancy velocity and not to

ass transfer restrictions, since the total extent of degassing is not

ffected by acceleration. Regarding the effect of dissolution pres-

ure on liquid degassing, the concentration of desorbed gas in-

reases with pressure and the generated two-phase flow gets ho-

ogeneously distributed along the column. Experimental findings

how that hypergravity accelerations in space applications (during

he launch or re-orbiting of space vehicles) may favor heat removal

n cooling systems, since then degassing bubbles travel faster and

o not accumulate in the flow loop of micro-channels. From a

errestrial perspective, centrifugal systems can be adopted in in-

ustrial applications where the concentration of degassing bubbles

hould be minimized. 
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ppendix. Formula for computation of bubble buoyancy 

elocity 

The formula used to calculate the buoyancy velocity ( U b ) for the

resent size of bubbles, results from the bubbles terminal velocity

redicted by Stokes’ law ( U stokes ), corrected by Archimides number

 Ar ) with respect to the not-specially treated water and the non-

ero bubbles Reynolds number ( Nguyen and Schulze, 2003 ). The

ubbles buoyancy velocity formula is presented below: 

 b = 

U stokes 

1 + 

Ar 
96 

( 1+0 . 079 ·A r 0 . 749 ) 
0 . 755 

here, U stokes = 

2 ·R b 2 ·a exp ·ρl 
9 ·μl 

is the bubbles terminal velocity pre-

icted by Stokes’ law. 

Ar = 

8 ·R b 3 ·ρ2 
l 
·a exp 

μ2 
l 

is the Archimides number. 

ρ l is the density of water. 

μl is the viscosity of water. 

a exp is the experimental acceleration. 

R b is the bubble radius. 
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